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Associated revisions

05/26/2013 01:02 AM - Ondrej HoÅ¡ek

[(Engine|Frontend-GNOME)-IRC] Support non-RFC channel privileges (closes #161).

Add support for non-RFC channel privilege modes such as owner, channel admin

and halfop to the IRC engine and the GNOME frontend.

History

03/25/2009 10:22 PM - Mirco Bauer

Replying to "mdziczkowski@â€¦":/issues/show/161:

> My ideas to improvement Smuxi:

> 

> 

> == Add: ==

> 

> * function to list all channels on the server



That's already available using Chat -> Find Group Chat -> Search (without specifying a filter)



> * op, half op, admin and services highlight (ex with icons)



They are flagged using the irssi-style prefixes: @ for ops, + for voice.

Admin and service modes are not bound to the channel, but still could be shown there. (if implemented)



> * graphical modes manage or list (with description) in help



True, that is missing and is an important feature to me to manage channels in an user friendly way. But thats already reported, see trac ticket #18



> * multi language support



Smuxi uses gettext for all text strings, and thus can be translated to any language, available translations already are: German, Spanish, British 

English, French and Italian. If you want to contribute a translation, please take a look at: http://www.smuxi.org/page/TranslationHowTo



[As the support to show admins and services in a channel is missing I am retitling this report]



Thanks for your report!

01/05/2010 03:03 AM - Mirco Bauer

- Complexity set to Low

I don't remember if SmartIrc4net 0.4.5.1 supports those flags already, if it does it's pretty simple to implement.

01/10/2010 01:19 AM - Evil Donkey

This would be very nice to have. I run an irc network and in smuxi a user that is +a or +q looks like any other user.
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Not a big deal really but it would be kinda nice.

04/23/2011 11:15 AM - Mirco Bauer

A patch that includes this and other changes: http://gitorious.org/fireirc/fireirc/commit/b367a7d4942fad2af5a1aa74d4b9fbbc28300402

04/23/2011 11:17 AM - Mirco Bauer

One issue I see though is that the IrcGroupPersonModel is extended with new members and thus the serializer had to be adjusted breaking old 

deserializers. Either this change has to be done in a 0.x version or the FastSerializer needs to be forgiving for missing fields.

04/23/2011 11:24 AM - Mirco Bauer

- % Done changed from 0 to 50

There is no patch flag or something, so I am setting Done to 50%

05/04/2011 10:28 AM - Michal Dziczkowski

the strange thing in Smuxi server is that some standard IRC modes aren't working with Smuxi. Please implement that Smuxi support all IRC modes

05/26/2013 01:01 AM - Mirco Bauer

- Target version set to 0.9

05/26/2013 01:11 AM - Mirco Bauer

- Assigned to changed from Mirco Bauer to Ondrej HoÅ¡ek

- Complexity changed from Low to Medium

05/26/2013 01:15 AM - Ondrej HoÅ¡ek

- Status changed from New to Closed

- % Done changed from 50 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:"857abbc6ccef1ea2183de0dae2856e81eed23a58".
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